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The possibility for the formation of Mach cones in a dusty magnetoplasma containing elongated
charged dust grains has been examined theoretically. It is predicted that the Mach cones can be
formed by dipole oscillons~wave modes associated with the oscillations of dust dipoles around their
mean positions! in a laboratory plasma containing elongated~rodlike! negatively charged dust
grains. An experiment in radio-frequency dusty plasma discharges should be conducted for verifying
the theoretical prediction that has been made here. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1766303#

Dusty plasmas containing elongated dust grains have re-
ceived a great deal of interest not only because of their ubiq-
uity in space1–3 and laboratory4,5 plasmas, but also because
of their vital role in modifying~introducing! existing ~new!
waves and instabilities6–11 in dusty plasmas. Elongated
charged dust grains in a plasma can acquire a rotational mo-
tion due to their interaction with particles of the surrounding
plasma, or due to the presence of an oscillating electric field
in a plasma.6–11The distribution of charges on charged elon-
gated rodlike dust grains is usually nonuniform. This nonuni-
form charge distribution causes the elongated rodlike dust
grains to have a nonzero~finite! dipole moment, which
modifies ~introduces! the existing ~new! waves and
instabilities6–11 in dusty plasmas.

It has been shown that the dipoles of charged elongated
rodlike dust grains suspended in a plasma oscillate and in-
troduce therein a new wave mode known as the dipole
oscillon7–9 in which the restoring force comes from the ther-
mal pressures of electrons and ions, while the inertia is pro-
vided by the moment of inertia of dust dipoles that oscillate
around their equilibrium positions. The dispersion properties
of this new wave mode and associated instabilities in unmag-
netized or magnetized plasmas containing electrons, ions,
and elongated~rodlike! charged dust grains have been ex-
plicitly investigated by many authors.6–11

A rapid growth of dusty plasma research has stimulated
a renewed interest in many classical problems which are sig-
nificantly modified by new physical effects associated with
charged dust grains of different shapes and sizes. One of
these classical problems is the formation of Mach cones.
Mach cones are formed by an object moving with supersonic
speed in a medium. The moving object creates expanding
waves which are spherical in three dimensions~and circular
in two dimensions!, and the V-shaped cone is formed by the
superposition of the expanding waves. Recently, the possibil-
ity for the formation of Mach cones in space12–15 and

laboratory16–19 dusty plasmas has attracted a considerable
attention because Mach cones can play a vital role as poten-
tial diagnosis methods, since they can be directly viewed
from the outside of the dusty plasma system, and can be used
for deducing information about the physical state of the am-
bient dusty plasma. The possibility for the formation of
dust-acoustic12,13 and dust-magnetoacoustic14,15 Mach cones
in Saturn’s dusty rings has been rigorously investigated.
However, in a laboratory dusty plasma4,5 containing elon-
gated rodlike charged dust grains, ions, and electrons, a ques-
tion may arise: Can Mach cones be formed by dust dipole
oscillons in such a laboratory dusty plasma? Our present the-
oretical work is aimed to provide an answer to this question.
It is found here that the Mach cones can be formed by dipole
oscillons in a laboratory plasma containing elongated dust
grains.

We consider the propagation of the low-frequency (v
!vci , vci5eB0 /mic is the ion gyrofrequency,B0 is the
magnitude of the external magnetic field,mi is the ion mass,
e is the magnitude of the electron charge, andc is the speed
of light in vacuum! electrostatic waves in a magnetoplasma
containing elongated~rodlike! negatively charged dust
grains. Thus, at equilibrium we haveni05ne01Zdnd0 ,
wherene0 , ni0 , and nd0 are the equilibrium electron, ion,
and dust number densities, respectively. When the wave-
length of the electrostatic waves under consideration is com-
parable to or shorter than the ion gyroradius
r i (5v t i /vci), where v t i5(Ti /mi)

1/2 is the ion thermal
speed andTi is the ion temperature, we cannot use the fluid
theory to determine the ion density perturbationni1 in the
electrostatic wave potentialf. Then, we have to resort to the
ion Vlasov equation to calculate the ion density perturbation.
For v!vci and arbitrary values ofbi5k'

2 r i
2 , wherek' is

the perpendicular~to the external magnetic field! component
of the propagation vectork, we haveni152(k2/4pe)x if,
where the ion susceptibility13,20 is
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Here lDi5(Ti /4pni0e2)1/2 is the ion Debye radius,L0,1

5I 0,1exp(2bi), andI 0 (I 1) is the zero-~first-! order modified
Bessel function.

The electron density perturbation, forbe5k'
2 v te

2 /vce
2

!1 andv!vce , is given byne15(k2/4pe)xef, where the
electron susceptibility21 is
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Here v te5(Te /me)
1/2 is the electron thermal speed,vce

5eB0 /mec is the electron gyrofrequency, vpe

5(4pne0e2/me)
1/2 is the electron plasma frequency,ge is

the electron adiabatic index,kz is the z component of the
propagation vectork, andme is the electron mass. We con-
sider xe in two limiting cases. First, forv@Agekzv te and
(kz /k')2!(v/vce)

2, Eq. ~2! reduces to

xe.
vpe

2

vce
2

k'
2

k2 , ~3!

and second, forv!kzv te ~where ge51 is used! we have
from Eq. ~2!

xe.
1

k2lDe
2 , ~4!

where lDe5(Te/4pne0e2)1/2 is the electron Debye radius.
We note that Eq.~4! corresponds to three-dimensional (E
3B, the polarization and parallel toẑB0 drifts! motions in
which electrons are rapidly thermalized along theẑ direction.

We are interested in the electrostatic waves with the fre-
quency much larger than the dust gyrofrequency. Thus, the
dust grains can be considered unmagnetized. The dust num-
ber density perturbation can, therefore, be expressed asnd1

5(k2/4pZde)xdf, wherexd is the dust susceptibility. For
vpd!V r and V0!v, where vpd5(4pnd0Zd

2e2/md)1/2 is
the dust plasma frequency,V r5(4pd2nd0I )1/2 is the oscil-
lon frequency,V05M /I , d is the magnitude of the dipole
moment,I is the moment of inertia of the dipole, andM is
the z component of the dust angular momentum, the dust
susceptibilityxd is given by8–10

xd.2
V r

2

v2
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2
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Substituting Eqs.~1! and ~3!–~5! in 11xe1x i1xd50,
the dispersion relation involvingC5Vph /Vd ~a ratio of the
wave phase speedVp5v/k to the dust particle speedVd

involved in creating Mach cones! can be expressed as

a1,21
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where a1511vpe
2 k'

2 /vce
2 k21(12L0)/k2lDi

2 corresponds
to the first limiting casev@Agekzv te anda25111/k2lDe

2

1(12L0)/k2lDi
2 corresponds to the second limiting case

v!kzv te . We note that the dust particle speedVd in Eq. ~6!
is considered as a free parameter.

Mach cones can be formed by any perturbation waves
@e.g., waves defined by Eq.~6! in our case# if the object~viz.,
a dust particle in our case! speedVd is larger than the wave
phase speedVp , i.e., C5Vp /Vd,1. If this condition is sat-
isfied, the Mach cone opening angleu is given by u
5sin21 C, whereC can be obtained from Eq.~6!. In labo-
ratory dusty plasmas, one can achieveVd larger thanVp by
accelerating an externally launched dust particle in plasmas
by the pressure of laser beams that are employed for diag-
nostic purposes.

We first analytically analyze Eq.~6! in some different
special cases which are as follows:

a. v@Agekzv te . We consider two special casesbi!1
and bi@1, and examine the possibility for the formation of
Mach cones. Forbi!1 we have v.V r /(11vpe

2 /vce
2

1vpi
2 /vci

2 ) which is nondispersive and cannot participate in
the formation of Mach cones. On the other hand, forbi@1
we have

v.
k'lDiV r

@11k'
2 lDi

2 ~11vpe
2 /vce

2 !#1/2. ~7!

Equation ~7! represents dispersive dipole oscillons, where
the restoring force arises due to the thermal pressure of ions
and the inertia is provided by the moment of inertia of dust
dipoles that oscillate around their equilibrium positions.
Since it is a dispersive wave, it can participate in the forma-

FIG. 1. ShowingC[Vp /Vd51 curves in (Vd ,kr i) space for typical labo-
ratory dusty plasma parameters given in the text, andB050.01 T. The up-
per plot, whereV r510 rad/s~solid curve!, V r520 rad/s~dotted curve!, and
V r530 rad/s~dashed curve!, corresponds tov@Agekzv te . The lower plot,
where V r510 rad/s ~solid curve!, V r511 rad/s ~dotted curve!, and V r

512 rad/s~dashed curve!, corresponds tov!kzv te .
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tion of Mach cones. It implies that the dispersive oscillons
@defined by Eq.~7!# form the Mach cones ifVd.Vp , where
Vp5v/k is determined from Eq.~7!.

b. v!kzv te . We again consider two special casesbi

!1 andbi@1, and examine the possibility for the formation
of Mach cones. Forbi!1 we have

v.
klDeV r

@11k2lDe
2 ~11vpi

2 /vci
2 !#1/2, ~8!

which represents dispersive dipole oscillons, where the re-
storing force is provided by the thermal pressure of electrons
and the inertia is provided by the moment of inertia of dust
dipoles. The dispersive oscillons, defined by Eq.~8!, form
the Mach cones ifVd.Vp , whereVp is obtained from Eq.
~8!. On the other hand, forbi@1 we have

v.
klDV r

~11k2lD
2 !1/2, ~9!

wherelD5lDelDi /(lDe
2 1lDi

2 )1/2. Equation~9! again rep-
resents dispersive dipole oscillons, where the restoring force
is provided by the thermal pressures of electrons and ions,
and the inertia is provided by the moment of inertia of dust
dipoles. The dispersive oscillons, defined by Eq.~9!, form
the Mach cones ifVd.Vp , whereVp5v/k is determined
from Eq. ~9!.

To analyze the possibility for the formation of the Mach
cones associated with the waves defined by Eq.~6! whenkr i

is comparable to 1, we numerically analyze Eq.~6! and find
C51 curves in (Vd , kr i) space for typical laboratory dusty
plasma parameters:4,5,17,18 Te.10 eV, Ti.0.2Te , ni0.2.5
3109 cm23, Zd.53104, andnd0.103 cm23. The numeri-
cal results are displayed in Figs. 1–3.

Figure 1 shows theC51 curves in (Vd , kr i) space for
both v@Agekzv te ~upper plot! and v!kzv te ~lower plot!.
The C51 curves in (Vd , kr i) space will, obviously, deter-
mine the critical values of the dust particle speedVd and the
corresponding wavelengthl52p/k for which the Mach
cones are formed. The regions above theC51 curves cor-
respond toC,1, i.e., correspond to a regime for which the
Mach cones in a magnetoplasma containing elongated dust
grains are formed. It implies that for a wave of fixed wave-
length as we increaseV r , we need a dust particle of higher
speed in order for the formation of the Mach cones in both
the limits. Figure 2 shows the variation of the Mach cone
opening angle withkr i and B0 for typical laboratory dusty
plasma parameters. It indicates that the Mach cone opening
angle u5sin21 C decreases with the wavelength, but in-
creases with the magnitude of the external field. We have
found that the effect of the external magnetic field is slightly
stronger for v!kzv te ~lower plot! than that for v
@Agekzv te ~upper plot!. Figure 3 depicts the variation of the

FIG. 2. Showing the variation of the Mach cone opening angle withkr i and
B0 for typical laboratory dusty plasma parameters given in the text,V r

.10 rad/s, B050.01 T ~solid curve!, B051 T ~dotted curve!, and B0

52 T ~dashed curve!. The upper plot, whereVd51.5 cm/s, corresponds to
v@Agekzv te . The lower plot, whereVd50.5 cm/s, corresponds tov
!kzv te .

FIG. 3. Showing the variation of the Mach cone opening angle withkr i and
V r for typical laboratory dusty plasma parameters given in the text, and
B0.0.01 T. The upper plot, whereVd51.5 cm/s, V r510 rad/s ~solid
curve!, V r512 rad/s~dotted curve!, andV r514 rad/s~dashed curve!, cor-
responds tov@Agekzv te . The lower plot, whereVd50.5 cm/s, V r

58 rad/s ~solid curve!, V r59 rad/s ~dotted curve!, and V r510 rad/s
~dashed curve!, corresponds tov!kzv te .
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Mach opening cone angle withkr i andV r for typical labo-
ratory dusty plasma parameters. It indicates that the Mach
cone opening angleu decreases with the wavelength, but
increases withV r . It is observed here that the effect ofV r is
stronger for v!kzv te ~lower plot! than that for v
@Agekzv te ~upper plot!.

To summarize, we have investigated the possibility for
the formation of the Mach cones in a dusty magnetoplasma
whose constituents are magnetized electrons and ions as well
as unmagnetized negatively charged elongated~rodlike! dust
grains. We have graphically shown the parametric regimes
~the region above theC51 curves! for which the Mach
cones can be formed in laboratory dusty
magnetoplasmas.4,5,17,18 We have found that for waves of
fixed wavelength, as we increase the magnitude ofV r , we
need a dust particle of higher speed in order for the creation
of the Mach cones. We also observed that the Mach cone
opening angleu decreases with the wavelength, but increases
with the magnitude of the external magnetic field strength as
well as with the dust dipole oscillon frequencyV r . We fi-
nally propose to conduct laboratory experiments for verify-
ing our theoretical prediction.
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